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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates generally to de-
code time instruction optimization, and more specifically,
to optimization for load reserve and store conditional se-
quences.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In the Power ISA®, the load reserve function is
implemented by the Load Word and Reserve Indexed
(lwarx) and the store conditional function is implemented
by the Store Double Word Conditional Indexed (stwcx).
The stwcx and lwarx instructions are primitive, or simple,
instructions used to perform a read-modify-write opera-
tion to storage. If the store is performed responsive to a
store conditional, the use of the stwcx and lwarx instruc-
tions ensures that no other processor or mechanism has
modified the target memory location between the time
the lwarx instruction is executed and the time the stwcx
instruction completes.
[0003] Further information can be found in "Power
ISA™ Version 2.06 Revision B" published July 23, 2010
from IBM®. In some implementations of the Power ISA®,
additional load reserve and store conditional instructions
are optionally provided for other data widths.
[0004] Additional information can be found in "64-bit
PowerPC ELF Application Binary Interface Supplement
1.9" (2004) from IBM.
[0005] Also, information can be found in "Power Archi-
tecture® 32-bit Application Binary Interface Supplement
1.0 Linux®" (April 19, 2011) and "Power Architecture®
32-bit Application Binary Interface Supplement 1.0-Em-
bedded" (April 19, 2011). IBM, AIX, PowerPC, Power
ISA, z/Architecture, and Power Architecture are trade-
marks of International Business Machines Corporation,
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
[0006] Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Tor-
valds in the United States, other countries, or both.
[0007] Some architectures use sequences based on
load-reserve and store conditional to synchronize be-
tween multiple processors. An example of such an archi-
tecture is the Power Architecture®.
[0008] Examples are code for

atomic increment:

retry:

[0009]

lwarx r4, 0, r3 // Read integer from RAM into r4, plac-
ing reservation.
addi r4, r4, 1 // Add 1 to r4.
stwcx. r4, 0, r3 // Attempt to store incremented value
back to RAM.

bne- retry // If the store failed (unlikely), retry.

atomic decrement:

retry:

[0010]

lwarx r4, 0, r3 // Read integer from RAM into r4, plac-
ing reservation.
addi r4, r4, -1 // Subtract 1 from r4.
stwcx. r4, 0, r3 // Attempt to store incremented value
back to RAM.
bne- retry // If the store failed (unlikely), retry.

atomic increment:

retry:

[0011]

lwarx r4, 0, r3 // Read integer from RAM into r4, plac-
ing reservation.
add r4, r4,r8 // Add r8 to r4.
stwcx. r4, 0, r3 // Attempt to store incremented value
back to RAM.
bne- retry // If the store failed (unlikely), retry.

atomic decrement:

retry:

[0012]

lwarx r4, 0, r3 // Read integer from RAM into r4, plac-
ing reservation.
sub r4, r4, r8 // Subtract r8 from r4.
stwcx. r4, 0, r3 // Attempt to store incremented value
back to RAM.
bne- retry // If the store failed (unlikely), retry.

atomic exchange:

retry:

[0013]

lwarx r4, 0, r3 // Read integer from RAM into r4, plac-
ing reservation.
stwcx. r5, 0, r3 // Attempt to store r5 value back to
RAM.
bne- retry // If the store failed (unlikely), retry.

[0014] This code may suffer from a variety of short-
comings:

1) wo "roundtrips" to the coherence point may be
needed, i.e., multiple cycles will be spent for the lwarx
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and stwcx instructions, respectively, to first load, and
to conditionally update a value at the coherence
point. In comparison, a memory-nest-atomic opera-
tion where the operation to be performed is trans-
mitted to the memory nest may require only one
roundtrip -- to send the request with any parameters,
and to receive the result.
2.) when memory locations are heavily contended,
additional, complex logic is necessary to prevent
livelock and starvation, where none of the competing
cores can complete the synchronization code suc-
cessfully.

[0015] It would be preferable to offer atomic opera-
tions, like exchange, atomic increment, etc, when they
can be implemented in a high performance memory sub-
system. Unfortunately, for legacy processors, such new
facilities take many years to become accepted by the
software development, since their use will render code
unexecutable on older systems.
[0016] United States Patent Application Publication
number US 2011/0208915 A1 (Bannon, Peter J. et al.
"Fused Store Exclusive/Memory Barrier Operation", Aug
25 2011) discloses a processor configured to detect a
store excusive operation followed by a memory barrier
operation in a speculative instruction stream being exe-
cuted by the processor. The processor may fuse the store
exclusive operation and the memory barrier operation,
creating a fused operation. International Application pub-
lished under the Patent Cooperation Treaty WO
97/35250 (Ashgar, S. et al "Central Processing Unit in-
cluding a DSP Function Preprocessor Having a Pattern
Recognition Detector for Detecting Instruction Sequenc-
es which perform DSP Functions", 25 September 1997)
discloses a CPU or microprocessor which includes a gen-
eral purpose CPU component, such as an X86 code, and
also includes a DSP core. The CPU also includes an
intelligent DSP function decoder or preprocessor which
examines X86 opcode sequences and determines if a
DSp function is being executed.
[0017] Therefore, there is a need in the art to address
the aforementioned problem.

SUMMARY

[0018] Embodiments include a method, system, and
computer program product for replacing an atomic se-
quence. The processing circuit receives the atomic se-
quence. The processing circuit detects the atomic se-
quence. The processing circuit generates an internal
atomic operation to replace the atomic sequence.
[0019] Additional features and advantages are real-
ized through the techniques of the present invention. Oth-
er embodiments and aspects of the invention are de-
scribed in detail herein and are considered a part of the
claimed invention. For a better understanding of the in-
vention with advantages and features, refer to the de-
scription and to the drawings.

[0020] Viewed from a first aspect, the present invention
provides a computer implemented method for replacing
an atomic sequence, the method comprising: receiving,
by a processing circuit, the atomic sequence; detecting,
by the processing circuit, the atomic sequence; and gen-
erating, by the processing circuit, an internal atomic op-
eration to replace the atomic sequence.
[0021] Viewed from a further aspect, the present in-
vention provides a computer system for replacing an
atomic sequence, the system comprising: a processing
circuit, memory operatively connected to the processing
circuit; receiving means for receiving, by the processing
circuit, the atomic sequence; detecting means for detect-
ing, by the processing circuit, the atomic sequence; and
generating means for generating, by the processing cir-
cuit, an internal atomic operation to replace the atomic
sequence.
[0022] Viewed from a further aspect, the present in-
vention provides a computer program product for replac-
ing an atomic sequence, the computer program product
comprising a computer readable storage medium read-
able by a processing circuit and storing instructions for
execution by the processing circuit for performing a meth-
od for performing the steps of the invention.
[0023] Viewed from a further aspect, the present in-
vention provides a computer program stored on a com-
puter readable medium and loadable into the internal
memory of a digital computer, comprising software code
portions, when said program is run on a computer, for
performing the steps of the invention.
[0024] Viewed from a further aspect, the present in-
vention provides a computer program product for replac-
ing an atomic sequence, the computer program product
comprising: a tangible storage medium readable by a
processing circuit and storing instructions for execution
by the processing circuit for performing a method com-
prising: receiving, by the processing circuit, the atomic
sequence; detecting, by the processing circuit, the atomic
sequence; and generating, by the processing circuit, an
internal atomic operation to replace the atomic sequence.
[0025] Viewed from a further aspect, the present in-
vention provides a computer system for replacing an
atomic sequence, the system comprising: a processing
circuit, and memory operatively connected to the
processing circuit, the system configured to perform a
method comprising: receiving, by the processing circuit,
the atomic sequence; detecting, by the processing circuit,
the atomic sequence; and generating, by the processing
circuit, an internal atomic operation to replace the atomic
sequence.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] The present invention will now be described, by
way of example only, with reference to preferred embod-
iments, as illustrated in the following figures:

FIGS. 1A and 1B are a block diagram of a processor
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core generally shown, in accordance with the prior
art, and in which a preferred embodiment of the
present invention may be implemented;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating receiving in-
structions, detecting an atomic sequence in the in-
structions, and generating an internal atomic oper-
ation to replace the detected atomic sequence, in
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a table illustrating example detected atomic
sequences, in accordance with a preferred embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a table illustrating example detected atomic
sequences, in accordance with a preferred embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating pseudocode for
detecting atomic sequences and generating an in-
ternal atomic operation to replace the detected atom-
ic sequence, in accordance with a preferred embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing atomic sequences
translated to a corresponding internal atomic oper-
ation, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram also showing atomic se-
quences translated to a corresponding internal
atomic operation, in accordance with a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method for detecting an
atomic sequence, generating an internal atomic op-
eration to replace the atomic sequence, and execut-
ing the internal atomic operation, in accordance with
a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flow chart of another method for detecting
an atomic sequence, generating an internal atomic
operation to replace the atomic sequence, and exe-
cuting the internal atomic operation, in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a processor operatively
connected to a memory subsystem, in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a processor operatively
connected to a memory subsystem, in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 12 is a flow chart of a method for replacing an
atomic sequence with a generated internal atomic
operation, in accordance with a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 illustrates an example of a computer having
capabilities, in accordance with the prior art, and in
which a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion may be implemented; and
FIG. 14 illustrates a computer program product, in
accordance with the prior art, and in which a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention may be

implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] Exemplary embodiments provide decode time
instruction optimization (DTIO) in a processing cir-
cuit/core to replace an atomic sequence with an (single)
internal atomic operation. The technique detects the load
reserve and store conditional instructions in the atomic
sequence, and generates the internal atomic operation
to replace the atomic sequence.
[0028] Decode time instruction optimization is dis-
cussed in U.S. Patent Application No.: 13/251,793 enti-
tled "Linking Code For An Enhanced Application Binary
Interface (ABI) With Decode Time Instruction Optimiza-
tion" filed October 3, 2011. U.S. Patent Application No.:
13/251,793 discusses an "embodiment of the present in-
vention is directed to minimizing the impact of table of
contents (TOC) overflow on performance and throughput
in a computing system. An embodiment includes a com-
piler tailored to generate object code to include specified
instruction sequences (e.g., sequences that have been
inserted into the code in order to compensate for TOC
overflow). The instruction sequences are adapted to be
recognized by hardware such that a microprocessor can
optimize the sequence for internal execution. Upon lo-
cating one of the specified instruction sequences, the
microprocessor either replaces an instruction(s) in the
sequence with an internal instruction(s) that executes
more efficiently, or replaces instructions in the sequence
with a single internal instruction. This process performed
by the microprocessor is referred to herein as decode
time instruction optimization (DTIO). The DTIO process
is a hardware process. The compiler and the linker de-
scribed herein prepare code sequences for optimization
by the hardware. These code sequences are coded by
the compiler and/or linker in a manner to be detected by
DTIO enabled hardware, such as such as particular in-
structions being adjacent to each other, having a suitable
displacement range when the displacement range is lim-
ited, having suitable properties such as being destructive
when a processor has requirements on destructive code
forms to enable DTIO, and being suitably aligned when
a processor has requirements on instruction alignment
to enable DTIO, and any other such properties as may
be required by DTIO enabled hardware. DTIO enabled
hardware is further described in U. S. Patent Application
titled "Scalable Decode-time Instruction Sequence Opti-
mization of Dependent Instruction", Serial No.
13/251,409, filed October 3, 2011.
[0029] In a state of the art processor using decode time
instruction optimization, the state of the art processor
needs to repeat optimization every time instructions are
fetched. This is an overhead in energy, complexity, and
possibly latency, and also limits optimizations which can
be done to avoid adding latency.
[0030] Exemplary embodiments provide optimization
capabilities which can be added in the decode stage
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(and/or predecode stage) of the processor for the load
reserve and store conditional instructions, which are
used to construct a sequence of instructions that appear
to perform an atomic update operation on an aligned stor-
age location. FIGS. 1A and 1B illustrate a processor core
(circuitry) 100 with logic (i.e., hardware circuits config-
ured to implement logic) for decode time instruction cre-
ation according to an embodiment. Note that general de-
scription of a processor is provided to show an example
of how the decode time instruction optimization may be
implemented. The processor core 100 includes, among
other things, prediction hardware, registers, caches, de-
coders, an instruction sequencing unit (ISU) 150, and
instruction execution units. In particular, the prediction
hardware includes Local Branch History Table (BHT)
110a, Global Branch History Table (BHT) 110b, and Glo-
bal Selector 110c. The prediction hardware is accessed
through an Instruction Fetch Address Register (IFAR)
120, which has the address for the next instruction fetch.
In one embodiment, an instruction cache 125 fetches a
plurality of instructions referred to as a "fetch group".
[0031] The cache and prediction hardware are ac-
cessed at approximately the same time with the same
address. If the prediction hardware has prediction infor-
mation available for an instruction in the fetch group, that
prediction is forwarded to the ISU 150, which, in turn,
issues instructions to units for execution. The prediction
may be used to update the IFAR 120 in conjunction with
branch target calculation and branch target prediction
hardware (such as a link register prediction stack and a
count register cache). If no prediction information is avail-
able, but the instruction decoders find a branch instruc-
tion in the fetch group, a prediction is created for that
fetch group, stored in the prediction hardware and for-
warded to the ISU 150.
[0032] The Branch Execution Unit (BRU) 140 operates
in response to instructions issued to it by the ISU 150.
The BRU 140 has read access to the condition register
file 160. The Branch Execution Unit 140 further has ac-
cess to information stored by the branch scan logic in the
Branch Information Queue 142, to determine the success
of a branch prediction, and is operatively coupled to the
instruction fetch address register(s) (IFAR) 120 corre-
sponding to the one or more threads supported by the
microprocessor. The BRU 140 is further operatively cou-
pled to cause a predictor update when the BRU 140 dis-
covers a branch misprediction.
[0033] When the instruction is executed, the BRU 140
detects if the prediction is wrong. If so, the prediction
needs to be updated. For this purpose, the processor in
FIG. 1A also includes predictor update logic 130a. The
predictor update logic 130a is responsive to an update
indication from Branch Execution Unit 140 and config-
ured to update array entries in one or more of the Local
BHT 110a, Global BHT 110b, and Global Selector 110c.
The predictor hardware 110a, 110b, and 110c may have
write ports distinct from the read ports used by the in-
struction fetch and prediction operation, or a single

read/write port may be shared. The predictor update logic
130a may further be operatively coupled to the link stack
115a and counter register stack 115b.
[0034] Referring now to the condition register file
(CRF) 160, the CRF 160 is read-accessible by the BRU
140 and can be written by execution units including but
not limited to the Fixed Point Unit (FXU) 165a, Floating
Point Unit (FPU) 175 and Vector Multimedia extension
Unit (VMXU) 180. The Condition Register Logic Execu-
tion unit (CRL execution) 155 (also referred to as the
CRU) and SPR handling logic have read and write access
to the Condition Register File (CRF) 160 (access to CRF
160 from SPR handling logic not shown in the interest of
simplifying illustration). The CRU 155 performs logical
operations on the condition registers stored in the CRF
file 160. The FXU 165a is able to perform write updates
to the CRF 160.
[0035] The processor core 100 includes an instruction
decoder 10 according to an embodiment. Optimization
is performed in the instruction decoder 10 located after
the instruction cache unit 125 at decode time. The in-
struction decoder 10 can detect an atomic sequence
(having multiple instructions) and change (translate) the
detected atomic sequence into a single internal atomic
operation. One or more atomic function units (AFU) 20
can execute the optimization (i.e., the singe internal
atomic operation) provided/determined by the instruction
decoder 10 in one embodiment. In another embodiment,
a nest atomic unit (NAU) 1010 shown in FIGS. 10 and
11 can execute the single internal atomic operation. In
addition (and/or in an alternative) to the instruction de-
coder 10 detecting the atomic instruction sequence and
generating a new single internal atomic operation, a pre-
decode optimizer 5 may include predecode logic for pre-
decode time instruction optimization. The predecode op-
timizer 5 is configured to detect the atomic instruction
sequence and generate the new single internal atomic
operation prior to caching by the instruction cache 125,
e.g., during cache reload. Accordingly, the single internal
atomic operation detected and determined (by the pre-
decode optimizer 5) can be executed by the AFU 20
and/or NAU 1010. Note that any discussion of the func-
tionality of the instruction decoder 10 for detecting the
atomic instruction sequence and generating the new sin-
gle internal atomic operation to replace the atomic in-
struction sequence analogously applies to the predecode
optimizer 5. Additionally, the LSU 170 (load store unit)
may be configured with the functionality of the AFU 20
(without requiring a separate AFU engine), and the LSU
170 can execute the single internal atomic operation. Al-
so, a loop buffer 15 may be added to capture each of the
decoded single internal atomic operations that have been
generated by the instruction decoder 10. The internal
atomic operations may be output from the decoder 10 as
(internal atomic operation) iop 0a, iop 1b, iop 2c, and/or
iop 3d as shown in FIG. 2.
[0036] Embodiments discussed herein may be com-
bined and implemented in any manner, and the present
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disclosure describing example scenarios and implemen-
tations is not meant to be limited.
[0037] Indeed, embodiments provide a mechanism
(e.g., decoder 10 and/or predecode optimizer 5) to iden-
tify a sequence of instructions that together implement
an atomic operation, and internally translate those se-
quence of instructions to an internal operation that rep-
resents the atomic operation as an internal atomic oper-
ation. Thus, today, on a Power ISA™ implementing RISC
primitives such as load reserve and store conditional, a
value in memory is atomically updated by acquiring a
data item using load reserve, and updating (via store con-
dition) occurs if no interference has been recorded with
the reserved data item. "Power ISA™ Version 2.06 Re-
vision B" published July 23, 2010 from IBM® teaches an
example reduced instruction set computer (RISC) in-
struction set architecture (ISA). The Power ISA™ will be
used herein in order to demonstrate example embodi-
ments. However, the present disclosure is not limited to
Power ISA™ or RISC architectures. Those skilled in the
art will readily appreciate use of the teachings disclosed
herein in a variety of architectures. "z/Architecture Prin-
ciples of Operation" SA22-7832-08, Ninth Edition (Au-
gust, 2010) from IBM® teaches an example CISC (com-
plex instruction set computer) instruction set architec-
ture.
[0038] Because the atomic operation is performed us-
ing a plurality/sequence of instructions, and in common
microarchitectures, data can only be held for at most one
instruction; the atomic instruction sequence cannot hold
the data item to avoid interference from other accesses
in a computer system, resulting in a less efficient imple-
mentation. Also, because of the sequence of instructions,
latency to the coherence point is incurred multiple times,
as opposed to an internal atomic operation, where this
transfer can be performed only once, for the entire inter-
nal atomic operation.
[0039] Now turning to FIG. 2, a block diagram 200 il-
lustrates further details of the instructions decoder 10
according to an embodiment. The instruction decoder 10
may include decoders A, B, C, and D and optimization
analysis engines 205a, 205b, and 205c, along with an
atomic optimization analysis engine 220. In one imple-
mentation, the functionality of the atomic optimization
analysis engine 220 may be included in the optimization
analysis engines 205a, 205b, and 205c, and the atomic
optimization analysis engine 220 can be omitted (if de-
sired). As such, any discussion of the atomic optimization
analysis engine 220 applies to the optimization analysis
engines 205a, 205b, and 205c.
[0040] In the instruction decoder 10, the optimization
analysis engine (OAE) 205a is operatively connected to
decoders A and B, the optimization analysis engine 205b
is operatively connected to decoders B and C, and the
optimization analysis engine 205c is operatively connect-
ed to decoders C and D.
[0041] The decoder A receives instruction 0 from the
instruction cache 125, the decoder B receives instruction

1 from Icache 125, the decoder C receives instruction 2
from Icache 125, and the decoder D receives instruction
3 from Icache 125. The instruction decode logic 210a-
210d respectively perform initial decoding on respective
instructions 0, 1,2, and 3 just received.
[0042] The instruction decode logic 210a provides its
decoded instructions (representing instruction 0) to the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220, to the OAE
205a, to multiplexer "a" (MUX) (e.g., to be selected when
no optimization takes), and to optimization logic 215a
and 215b, along with operand resource properties, op-
erand specifiers, decoded instruction type, and decoded
instruction properties.
[0043] The instruction decode logic 210b provides its
decoded instructions (representing instruction 1) to the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220, to multiplexer
(MUX) "b" (e.g., to be selected when no optimization
takes), to the OAE 205a, to OAE 205b, to optimization
logic 215a, to optimization logic 215b, and to optimization
logic 215c, along with operand resource properties, op-
erand specifiers, decoded instruction type, and decoded
instruction properties.
[0044] The instruction decode logic 210c provides its
decoded instructions (representing instruction 2) to the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220, to MUX "c"
(e.g., to be selected when no optimization takes), to the
OAE 205b, to OAE 205c, to optimization logic 215b, to
optimization logic 215c, and to optimization logic 215d,
along with operand resource properties, operand speci-
fiers, decoded instruction type, and decoded instruction
properties.
[0045] The instruction decode logic 210d provides its
decoded instructions (representing instruction 3) to the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220, to MUX "d"
(e.g., to be selected when no optimization takes), to the
OAE 205c, and to optimization logic 215c, and to optimi-
zation logic 215d, along with operand resource proper-
ties, operand specifiers, decoded instruction type, and
decoded instruction properties.
[0046] The OAE 205a, OAE 205b, and OAE 205c are
configured to compare the decoded instructions (includ-
ing decoded characteristics) respectively received from
example decoders A, B, C, and D to determine whether
they correspond to one of the various atomic instruction
sequences (that has a load reserve and store conditional
sequence) that are candidates for optimization. Addition-
ally, the atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is con-
figured to compare the decoded instructions (including
decoded characteristics) respectively received from ex-
ample decoders A, B, C, and D to determine whether
they correspond to one of the various atomic instruction
sequences (that has a load reserve and store conditional
sequence) that are candidates for optimization.
[0047] For any atomic instruction sequence (that has
a load reserve and store conditional sequence), the OAE
205a-205c and/or the atomic optimization analysis en-
gine 220 are configured to generate a single internal
atomic operation for each particular decoded instruction
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(corresponding to each respective instruction 0, 1,2, and
3). The atomic optimization analysis engine 220 draws
input from the four successive decoders A, B, C, and D.
[0048] When the atomic sequence with a load reserve
and store conditional is detected by at least one OAE
205a-205c, the output (i.e., the respective singe internal
atomic operation generated by) from the OAE 205a is
sent to optimization logic 215a and 215b and MUX a and
b (as steering logic), from the OAE 205b is sent to opti-
mization logic 215b and 215c and MUX b and c (as steer-
ing logic), and from the OAE 205c is sent to optimization
logic 215c and 215d and MUX c and d (as steering logic).
[0049] Also, when the atomic sequence with a load re-
serve and store conditional is detected by the atomic op-
timization analysis engine 220, the output (i.e., the re-
spective singe internal atomic operation generated by)
from the atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is sent
to optimization logic 215a, 215b, 215c, and 215d and
MUX a, b, c, and d (as steering logic).
[0050] Further, the OAE 205a-205c and/or atomic op-
timization analysis engine 220 provides the steering logic
to respective multiplexers a, b, c, and d to select one of
an unoptimized iop generated by the initial decode op-
eration, or iop corresponding to an iop in an optimized
DTIO sequence which has been generated by optimiza-
tion logic under control of the OAE/atomic optimization
analysis engine control signals. Accordingly, the respec-
tive multiplexers a, b, c, and d will select the single internal
atomic operation when present to respectively output iop
0a, iop 1b, iop 2c, and/or iop 3d to the instruction fetch
address registers 120. Any internal atomic operation (iop)
generated by the atomic optimization analysis engine
220 can be selected by the multiplexers a, b, c, and d as
the respective output iop 0a, iop 1b, iop 2c, and/or iop
3d in place of the instructions corresponding to atomic
sequences respectively detected in the instructions 0,
1,2, and 3.
[0051] Also, in at least one embodiment, the OAEs
205a, 205b, and 205c communicate to prevent mutually
exclusive actions. For example, an instruction in decoder
B may be combined into an optimized sequence in con-
junction with an instruction in decoder A to form an DTI-
optimized sequence corresponding to original instruc-
tions 0 and 1, or may be combined into another optimized
sequence in conjunction with an instruction in decoder
C to form an DTI-optimized sequence corresponding to
original instructions 1 and 2, but cannot be simultane-
ously DTI-optimized to be a part of optimizations occur-
ring in conjunction with instructions in both decoders A
and C. As a simple example, the sequence "addi r2, r2,
1; addi r2,r2,1; addi r2, r2,1" may be DTI-optimized by
combining instructions 0 and 1 into "addi r2, r2, 2; addi
r2, r2,1", or may be DTI-optimized by combining instruc-
tions 1 and 2 into "addi r2, r2, 1; addi r2, r2,2", but both
optimizations performed in tandem would yield the incor-
rect sequence; also the sequence may be DTI-optimized
by combining instructions 0 and 1 into "addi r2, r2, 2; addi
r2, r2,2".

[0052] FIGS. 3 and 4 show tables 300 and 400 as ex-
emplary detected atomic sequences having load reserve
and store conditional, which may be detected by the pre-
decode optimizer 5 and/or the instruction decoder 10
(e.g., via the OAE 205 and/or atomic optimization anal-
ysis engine 220). These detected atomic sequences are
examples from Power ISA™ code, which include exam-
ples of atomic increment, atomic decrement, atomic add,
atomic subtract, and atomic exchange, and each atomic
sequence is translated into an internal atomic operation
by the predecode optimizer 5 and/or the instruction de-
coder 10. There are numerous atomic sequences that
are detected and replaced by a generated internal atomic
operation (op), and exemplary embodiments are not
meant to be limited. For example, an atomic compare
and swap sequence may be an atomic sequence detect-
ed and replaced by an atomic internal operation. The
atomic compare and swap (CAS) is an atomic CPU in-
struction used in multithreading to achieve synchroniza-
tion, and the atomic compare and swap sequences com-
pares the contents of a memory location to a given value,
and only if they are the same, modifies the contents of
that memory location to a given new value. The atomicity
guarantees that the new value is calculated based on up-
to-date information; if the value had been updated by
another thread in the meantime, the write would fail. The
result of the operation must indicate whether it performed
the substitution.
[0053] FIG. 5 illustrates a table 500 with example pseu-
docode for OAE 205a-205c, atomic optimization analysis
engine 220, and/or the predecode optimizer 5 according
to an embodiment. The pseudocode may be utilized to
detect and replace example (pattern) atomic sequence
505, and similar pseudocode may be utilized to detect
and replace the atomic sequences in FIGS. 3 and 4. Block
510 of the pseudocode is designed to detect the atomic
sequence 505 with the load reserve instruction lwarx,
and with the store conditional instruction stwcx. Once the
pseudocode detects/recognizes the atomic sequence
505, block 515 of the pseudocode is designed to
change/replace the atomic sequence with a single inter-
nal atomic operation (i.e., one instruction that does not
have a load reserve and store conditional sequence).
Specifically, block 510 tests decoded outputs from de-
coders A to D (associated with signal names prefixed
with decode0_ to decode3_ respectively) to ensure that
each position in the 4 element decoded sequence cor-
responds to the respective instruction in the sequence
505. Block 515 assigns steering variables to indicate an
atomic operation has been detected (decoder0_atomic)
and causes the MUX a (e.g., in decoder A) to select the
generated atomic internal operation to be passed to the
rest of the processor core (e.g., processor core 100). An
internal operation code "atomic_add" is assigned as the
op to be output by decoder A and assigned to
decoder0_op and corresponding to an atomic internal
operation performing an atomic immediate operation in
one exemplary embodiment. The immediate value to be
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used by the internal atomic operation is extracted from
a signal decode1_immediate corresponding to decoder
B, and assigned to a signal decoder0_immediate to be
used by decoder A in conjunction with the internal atomic
operation being generated. In addition,
decoder0_suppress is set to FALSE to indicate that an
operation is present and decoder1_suppress and
decoder2_suppress and decoder3_suppress are set to
TRUE to indicate that no operation is present and no
internal operation should be emitted by decoders B, C
and D. This pseudocode in the table 500 is designed to
detect the atomic sequence 505 and it is understood that
additional pseudocode would detect other atomic se-
quences.
[0054] For example, FIGS. 6 and 7 are respective block
diagrams 600 and 700, which illustrate example atomic
sequences that have been respectively detected and
changed into a single internal atomic operation by the
OAE 205a-205c, the atomic optimization analysis engine
220, and/or the predecode optimizer 5. For conciseness,
various operations and functionality may be discussed
with respect to the atomic optimization analysis engine
220, but the same applies to the OAE 205a-205c and the
predecode optimizer 5.
[0055] In FIG. 6, the atomic optimization analysis en-
gine 220 is configured to detect the atomic sequence 605
and translate (and replace) the entire atomic sequence
605 into a single internal atomic operation 615 (which is
a single command/instruction) which is Atomic_add r4,
0, r3, 1 in this example. The internal atomic operation
615 is an atomic add of 1. In one implementation, the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is configured to
translate atomic sequence 605 into internal atomic op-
eration 620 which is Atomic_increment r4, 0, r3. The in-
ternal atomic operation 620 is an increment by a prede-
fined amount (such as 1).
[0056] Similarly, the atomic optimization analysis en-
gine 220 is configured to detect the atomic sequence 610
and translate (and replace) the entire atomic sequence
610 into a single internal atomic operation 625 which is
Atomic_add r4, 0, r3, n. The internal atomic operation
625 adds by n amount (which represents a predefined
number).
[0057] In FIG. 6, the atomic sequences 605 and 610
both have looping via the retry instruction, which will con-
tinue to loop until successfully completed. In generating
the internal atomic operations 615, 620, and 625, the
atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is configured
such that the internal atomic operations 615, 620, and
625 respectively subsumes the looping (i.e., retry) of the
atomic sequence 605 and 610. However, no loops are
included in the internal atomic operations 615, 620, and
625, because the atomic optimization analysis engine
220 subsumes that the internal atomic operations 615,
620, and 625 will always complete (without requiring a
loop).
[0058] The atomic command (generated as the single
internal atomic operation as discussed herein) is a direc-

tive to update a specific memory location safely within a
parallel region. When using the atomic directive, this en-
sures that only one thread is writing to the memory loca-
tion at a time, avoiding errors which might occur from
simultaneous writes to the same memory location.
[0059] In accordance with an implementation of the
atomic sequence 605, the lwarx instruction reads a 32
bit integer from memory (e.g., memory 1030 in FIGS. 10
and 11) into a register r4, placing a reservation. Reser-
vations are "lost" when another access happens to the
memory location for which a reservation is set. The addi
instruction adds the value 1 to the value returned from
memory and stored in register r4. The store conditional
instruction stores the updated value from r4 back to the
memory location for which the reservation was set by
lwarx, if and only if the reservation set by lwarx has not
been lost. If the store was successfully performed, the
reservation has not been lost, indicating that no updates
have been performed since the reservation was placed,
and the store instruction updates condition register cr0
to indicate a value of EQUAL. If the store was not suc-
cessfully performed, the reservation has been lost, indi-
cating that updates have been performed since the res-
ervation was placed and hence no atomic update is pos-
sible, and the store instruction updates condition register
cr0 to indicate a value of NOT EQUAL. The bne instruc-
tion checks the value of condition register cr0, and if the
status indicates NOT EQUAL, branches to the beginning
of the sequence indicated by the exemplary label "retry"
to reattempt execution of the sequence.
[0060] In accordance with an exemplary feature of the
execution of "atomic_add" 615, atomic add is implement-
ed in conjunction with a processor coherence protocol
such as MESI, MOESI or other protocols known in the
art, an execution unit obtains a data item at the specified
address (e.g., register r3 with a zero displacement) for
exclusive access. The coherence protocol is updated to
not respond to coherence requests for a data item when
the coherence protocol has been obtained in conjunction
with an atomic operation, until execution of the atomic
operation has been completed. The data value associ-
ated with the data item is accessed. The data value is
incremented. The updated value is stored back to the
data item for which exclusive access has been obtained.
The instruction completes in accordance with instruction
completion and coherence rules (for this example imple-
mentation). Only when the instruction completes is the
address released from exclusive access status.
[0061] Those skilled in the art will further understand
that if values corresponding to an original atomic se-
quence, such as register r4 or condition register cr0, may
be read by other instructions, and write updates to these
registers must be performed to reflect the semantics of
the original instruction sequence, e.g., by storing the
atomically incremented value in register r4, and indicat-
ing successful update by setting condition register cr0 to
indicate a condition of "EQUAL".
[0062] In FIG. 7 (as one implementation), the atomic
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optimization analysis engine 220 does not generate a
loop for single internal atomic operations 715 and 720
but the atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is con-
figured to respectively repeat the internal atomic opera-
tions 715 and 720 if the internal atomic operation fails.
The generated internal atomic operation (715 and/or 720)
may fail and indicate repeat because the branch cannot
be subsumed (by the atomic optimization analysis engine
220 generating the internal atomic operation) and/or be-
cause the designer (out of preference) prefers to build
non-failing internal atomic operations.
[0063] In accordance with an exemplary feature of the
execution of "atomic_add" 715, atomic add is implement-
ed in conjunction with a processor coherence protocol
such as MESI, MOESI or other protocols known in the
art, an execution unit obtains a data item at the specified
address (e.g., register r3 with a zero displacement) for
exclusive access. The coherence protocol is updated to
not respond to coherence requests for a data item when
it has been obtained in conjunction with an atomic oper-
ation, until execution of the atomic operation has been
completed. The data value associated with the data item
is accessed. The data value is incremented. The updated
value is stored back to the data item for which exclusive
access has been obtained if possible. The instruction
completes, in accordance with instruction completion
and coherence rules in accordance with an implementa-
tion. Success is indicated by setting condition register
cr0 to "EQUAL" and when the instructions completes is
the address released from exclusive access status. In at
least one aspect of execution of atomic add 715, the
atomic update is not performed, e.g., because an imple-
mentation may yield the obtained data item to a higher
priority requestor (such as including, but not limited to,
an I/O request, or a higher priority process, or for ease
of implementation). Failure of the atomic add update is
indicated by setting condition register cr0 to "NOT
EQUAL" and the instructions completes and the address
is released from exclusive access status. A conditional
branch tests success of the operation, and reinitiates the
execution of the atomic operation in the case of failure.
[0064] In FIG. 7, the atomic optimization analysis en-
gine 220 is configured to detect the atomic sequence 705
and translate (and replace) the entire atomic sequence
705 into a single internal atomic operation 715 (which is
a single command/instruction) which is Retry:
Atomic_add. r4, 0, r3, 1 bne-retry. The internal atomic
operation 715 is an atomic add of 1 that retries if unsuc-
cessful. The atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is
configured to detect the atomic sequence 710 and trans-
late (and replace) the entire atomic sequence 710 into a
single internal atomic operation 720 (which is a single
command/instruction) which is Retry: Atomic_add. r4, 0,
r3, n bne-retry. The internal atomic operation 720 is an
atomic add of n amount that retries if unsuccessful.
[0065] FIG. 8 is flow chart 800 of a method of identifying
an atomic sequence (having a load reserve (i.e., lwarx)
command and store conditional (i.e., stwcx) command),

and generating a single internal atomic operation to re-
place the atomic sequence according to an embodiment.
[0066] The atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is
configured to identify/detect the atomic sequence (which
is instructions from the instruction cache 125) that needs
to be replaced by an internal atomic operation at block
805. The atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is con-
figured to generate an atomic internal operation to re-
place the detected atomic sequence at block 810. The
ISU 150 (in response to receiving the generated atomic
internal operation from the instruction decoder 10) is con-
figured to issue the single atomic internal operation (in
place of the atomic sequence) to the AFU 20 at block
815. The AFU 20 is configured to execute the single
atomic internal operation (in place of the atomic se-
quence) at block 820.
[0067] FIG. 9 is flow chart 900 of a method of identifying
an atomic sequence (having a load reserve (i.e., lwarx)
instruction and store conditional (i.e., stwcx) instruction),
and generating a single internal atomic operation to re-
place atomic sequence according to an embodiment. In
FIG 9, a nest atomic unit 1010 (in FIG. 10) is used to
execute the single internal atomic operation in place of
the AFU 20.
[0068] The atomic optimization analysis engine 220 is
configured to identify/detect the atomic sequence (which
are instructions from the instruction cache 125) that
needs to be replaced by an internal atomic operation at
block 805. The atomic optimization analysis engine 220
is configured to generate an atomic internal operation to
replace the detected atomic sequence at block 810. The
ISU 150 (in response to receiving the generated atomic
internal operation from the instruction decoder 10) is con-
figured to issue the single atomic internal operation (in
place of the atomic sequence) to the AFU 20 at block
815. The AFU 20 is configured to send the atomic internal
operation to the nest atomic unit (NAU) 1010 at block
905. The NAU 1010 is configured to execute the single
atomic internal operation (in place of the atomic se-
quence) at block 915 and return the result (e.g., of the
calculation) to the processor core 100 at block 915.
[0069] FIG. 10 is a block diagram 1000 that shows two
processor cores 100 (left and right) of a processor 1005
operatively connected to a memory subsystem 1020 in
memory 1030 according to an embodiment. As an ex-
ample, each of the processor cores 100 includes its own
(identical) AFU 20. The memory subsystem 1020 is the
nest that has two (identical) nest atomic units 1010. As
discussed above in FIG. 9, one AFU 20 sends the single
atomic internal operation to one NAU 1010 and the other
AFU 20 sends its single atomic internal operation to the
other NAU 1010. The memory subsystem 1020 via the
NAU 1010 can perform the update of the internal atomic
operation, because the NAU 1010 is configured to per-
form simple operations. As such, each NAU 1010 exe-
cutes the respective single atomic internal operation and
returns the result to its respective processor core 100.
[0070] The processor 1005 also shows registers 1015
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which are registers r1 through rn (where n is the last
register). In addition to the communications between the
AFU 20 and the NAU 1010, load and store instructions
as passed between the processor cores 100 and the
memory (storage) subsystem 1020 as understood by one
skilled in the art.
[0071] FIG. 11 is a block diagram 1100 which incorpo-
rates all of the elements and operates the same as the
block diagram 1000 of FIG. 10, except that the memory
subsystem 1020 (only) includes a single NAU 1010. In
this case, the AFU 20 in both processor cores 100 sends
its respective single internal atomic operation to the NAU
1010. The NAU 1010 is configured to individually execute
each internal atomic operation and send the results back
to the each respective processor core 100.
[0072] In one embodiment, atomic creation of the sin-
gle internal atomic operation occurs always.
[0073] In another embodiment, DTIO cannot occur,
e.g., when all instructions of the atomic sequence are not
in one group, and thus (the instructions) execute sepa-
rately. In this case, in at least one embodiment, the in-
struction decoder 10 needs to reject one or more of the
complex operations such as the lwarx and/or stwcx to
force "cracking" or microcode execution. Also, the de-
coder 10 can perform instruction cache marking of the
separate instructions (lwarx and stwcx) that are not in
the same group to force the load reserve and store con-
ditional into the same group (i.e., into the same atomic
sequence so that this atomic sequence can be replaced
as discussed herein). The load reserve and store condi-
tional (instruction) can be marked initially, or after first
being detected. The decoder 10 can unmark the load
reserve and store conditional (instruction) in the instruc-
tion cache (Icache 125) if group formation of the separate
load reserve and store conditional instructions are not
successful repeatedly; then the decoder 10 can mark the
separate load reserve and store conditional instructions
to force microcode/cracking, without requiring a reject.
In at least one embodiment, when DTIO does no occur
to translate an atomic sequence into an atomic operation
for any given atomic sequence, the atomic sequence is
executed in accordance with the prior art of executing
atomic sequences.
[0074] FIG. 12 is a flow chart of a method 1200 for
detecting and replacing an atomic sequence with an in-
ternal operation generated (at runtime and/or predecode
time) according to an embodiment.
[0075] The processor core 100 (which is a processing
circuit as understood by one skilled in the art) is config-
ured via the instruction decoder 10 (this also applies to
the predecode optimizer 5 as discussed herein) to re-
ceive the atomic sequence (which can be in one of the
instructions 0, 1, 2, and/or 3 from the instruction cache
125) at block 1205. The processor core 100 is configured
via the decoder 10 to detect the atomic sequence (e.g.,
via one of the OAEs 205a-205c and/or the atomic opti-
mization analysis engine 220) at block 1210.
[0076] Although 4 instructions (e.g., instructions 0, 1,2,

and 3) and 4 decoders (e.g., decoders A, B, C, and D)
have been discussed for explanation purposes, exem-
plary embodiments are not meant to be so limited. It is
contemplated that there may be 5, 6, 7 or any desired
number of decoders, and an atomic sequence to be re-
placed by an atomic internal operation may consist of 2,
3, 4, 5, 6 or any desired number of instructions to be
replaced by the particular internal atomic operation.
[0077] The processor core 100 is configured via the
decoder 10 to generate (according to the calcula-
tion/computation in the detected atomic sequence) an
internal atomic operation to replace the atomic sequence
at block 1215.
[0078] Further, the AFU 20 in the processor core 100
and/or the NAU 1010 in the (nest) memory subsystem
1020 is configured to execute the internal atomic opera-
tion in place of the atomic sequence. The atomic se-
quence includes a load reserve instruction and a store
conditional instruction. The decoder 10 of the processor
core 100 is configured to recognize the load reserve in-
struction and the store conditional instruction to detect
the atomic sequence that needs to be replaced.
[0079] The internal atomic operation is a single instruc-
tion, while the atomic sequence is multiple instructions
including the load reserve instruction and the store con-
ditional instruction. Based on separate instructions of the
atomic sequence not being a same group and based on
the separate instructions (e.g., the load reserve instruc-
tion and the store conditional instruction) being posi-
tioned to execute separately, the instruction decoder 10
is configured to perform instruction cache marking of the
separate instructions that are not in the same group to
force a load reserve instruction and a store conditional
instruction into the same group. As such, the instruction
decoder 10 is configured to initially mark the load reserve
instruction based on the load reserve instruction being
detected first in the separate instructions or initially mark
the store conditional instruction based on the store con-
ditional instruction being detected first in the separate
instructions. Also, the instruction decoder 10 is config-
ured to complete formation of the same group by marking
the load reserve instruction based on the load reserve
instruction being detected last in the separate instruc-
tions or by marking store conditional instruction based
on the store conditional instruction being detected last in
the separate instructions. Further, the instruction decod-
er 10 is configured to translate the separate instructions
having been grouped into the same group for the atomic
sequence into the single internal atomic operation.
[0080] In one embodiment, when an atomic sequence
is not captured in an instruction group, each instruction
is executed separately in accordance with prior art. In at
least one embodiment, at least one instruction such as
a store conditional instruction is rejected when it is found
in a decoder other than a first decoder A (in FIG. 2), unless
it can be combined using DTIO into a single atomic in-
ternal operation.
[0081] FIG. 13 illustrates an example of a computer
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1300 having capabilities, which may be included in ex-
emplary embodiments. Various methods, procedures,
modules, flow diagrams, tools, applications, circuits, el-
ements, and techniques discussed herein may also in-
corporate and/or utilize the capabilities of the computer
1300. Moreover, capabilities of the computer 1300 may
be utilized to implement features of exemplary embodi-
ments discussed herein. One or more of the capabilities
of the computer 1300 may be utilized to implement, to
connect to, and/or to support any element discussed
herein (as understood by one skilled in the art) in FIGS.
1-12 and 14. For example, the processor core 100 may
be incorporated in the processor 1310.
[0082] Generally, in terms of hardware architecture,
the computer 1300 may include one or more processors
1310, computer readable storage memory 1320, and one
or more input and/or output (I/O) devices 1370 that are
communicatively coupled via a local interface (not
shown). The local interface can be, for example but not
limited to, one or more buses or other wired or wireless
connections, as is known in the art. The local interface
may have additional elements, such as controllers, buff-
ers (caches), drivers, repeaters, and receivers, to enable
communications. Further, the local interface may include
address, control, and/or data connections to enable ap-
propriate communications among the aforementioned
components.
[0083] The processor 1310 is a hardware device for
executing software that can be stored in the memory
1320. The processor 1310 can be virtually any custom
made or commercially available processor, a central
processing unit (CPU), a data signal processor (DSP),
or an auxiliary processor among several processors as-
sociated with the computer 1300, and the processor 1310
may be a semiconductor based microprocessor (in the
form of a microchip) or a macroprocessor.
[0084] The computer readable memory 1320 can in-
clude any one or combination of volatile memory ele-
ments (e.g., random access memory (RAM), such as dy-
namic random access memory (DRAM), static random
access memory (SRAM), etc.) and nonvolatile memory
elements (e.g., ROM, erasable programmable read only
memory (EPROM), electronically erasable programma-
ble read only memory (EEPROM), programmable read
only memory (PROM), tape, compact disc read only
memory (CD-ROM), disk, diskette, cartridge, cassette or
the like, etc.). Moreover, the memory 1320 may incorpo-
rate electronic, magnetic, optical, and/or other types of
storage media. Note that the memory 1320 can have a
distributed architecture, where various components are
situated remote from one another, but can be accessed
by the processor 1310.
[0085] The software in the computer readable memory
1320 may include one or more separate programs, each
of which comprises an ordered listing of executable in-
structions for implementing logical functions. The soft-
ware in the memory 1320 includes a suitable operating
system (O/S) 1350, compiler 1340, source code 1330,

and one or more applications 1360 of the exemplary em-
bodiments. As illustrated, the application 1360 comprises
numerous functional components for implementing the
features, processes, methods, functions, and operations
of the exemplary embodiments. The application 1360 of
the computer 1300 may represent numerous applica-
tions, agents, software components, modules, interfac-
es, controllers, etc., as discussed herein but the applica-
tion 1360 is not meant to be a limitation.
[0086] The operating system 1350 may control the ex-
ecution of other computer programs, and provides sched-
uling, input-output control, file and data management,
memory management, and communication control and
related services.
[0087] The application(s) 1360 may employ a service-
oriented architecture, which may be a collection of serv-
ices that communicate with each. Also, the service-ori-
ented architecture allows two or more services to coor-
dinate and/or perform activities (e.g., on behalf of one
another). Each interaction between services can be self-
contained and loosely coupled, so that each interaction
is independent of any other interaction.
[0088] Further, the application 1360 may be a source
program, executable program (object code), script, or
any other entity comprising a set of instructions to be
performed. When a source program, then the program
is usually translated via a compiler (such as the compiler
1340), assembler, interpreter, or the like, which may or
may not be included within the memory 1320, so as to
operate properly in connection with the O/S 1350. Fur-
thermore, the application 1360 can be written as (a) an
object oriented programming language, which has class-
es of data and methods, or (b) a procedure programming
language, which has routines, subroutines, and/or func-
tions.
[0089] The I/O devices 1370 may include input devices
(or peripherals) such as, for example but not limited to,
a mouse, keyboard, scanner, microphone, camera, etc.
Furthermore, the I/O devices 1370 may also include out-
put devices (or peripherals), for example but not limited
to, a printer, display, etc. Finally, the I/O devices 1370
may further include devices that communicate both in-
puts and outputs, for instance but not limited to, a NIC or
modulator/demodulator (for accessing remote devices,
other files, devices, systems, or a network), a radio fre-
quency (RF) or other transceiver, a telephonic interface,
a bridge, a router, etc. The I/O devices 1370 also include
components for communicating over various networks,
such as the Internet or an intranet. The I/O devices 1370
may be connected to and/or communicate with the proc-
essor 1310 utilizing Bluetooth connections and cables
(via, e.g., Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports, serial ports,
parallel ports, FireWire, HDMI (High-Definition Multime-
dia Interface), etc.).
[0090] When the computer 1300 is in operation, the
processor 1310 is configured to execute software stored
within the memory 1320, to communicate data to and
from the memory 1320, and to generally control opera-
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tions of the computer 1300 pursuant to the software. The
application 1360 and the O/S 1350 are read, in whole or
in part, by the processor 1310, perhaps buffered within
the processor 1310, and then executed.
[0091] When the application 1360 is implemented in
software it should be noted that the application 1360 can
be stored on virtually any computer readable storage me-
dium for use by or in connection with any computer re-
lated system or method. In the context of this document,
a computer readable storage medium may be an elec-
tronic, magnetic, optical, or other physical device or
means that can contain or store a computer program for
use by or in connection with a computer related system
or method.
[0092] The application 1360 can be embodied in any
computer-readable medium 1320 for use by or in con-
nection with an instruction execution system, apparatus,
server, or device, such as a computer-based system,
processor-containing system, or other system that can
fetch the instructions from the instruction execution sys-
tem, apparatus, or device and execute the instructions.
In the context of this document, a "computer-readable
storage medium" can be any means that can store, read,
write, communicate, or transport the program for use by
or in connection with the instruction execution system,
apparatus, or device. The computer readable medium
can be, for example but not limited to, an electronic, mag-
netic, optical, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or
device.
[0093] More specific examples (a nonexhaustive list)
of the computer-readable medium 1320 would include
the following: an electrical connection (electronic) having
one or more wires, a portable computer diskette (mag-
netic or optical), a random access memory (RAM) (elec-
tronic), a read-only memory (ROM) (electronic), an eras-
able programmable read-only memory (EPROM, EEP-
ROM, or Flash memory) (electronic), an optical fiber (op-
tical), and a portable compact disc memory (CDROM,
CD R/W) (optical).
[0094] In exemplary embodiments, where the applica-
tion 1360 is implemented in hardware, the application
1360 can be implemented with any one or a combination
of the following technologies, which are each well known
in the art: a discrete logic circuit(s) having logic gates for
implementing logic functions upon data signals, an ap-
plication specific integrated circuit (ASIC) having appro-
priate combinational logic gates, a programmable gate
array(s) (PGA), a field programmable gate array (FPGA),
etc.
[0095] It is understood that the computer 1300 includes
non-limiting examples of software and hardware compo-
nents that may be included in various devices, servers,
and systems discussed herein, and it is understood that
additional software and hardware components may be
included in the various devices and systems discussed
in exemplary embodiments.
[0096] As described above, embodiments can be em-
bodied in the form of computer-implemented processes

and apparatuses for practicing those processes. An em-
bodiment may include a computer program product 1400
as depicted in FIG. 14 on a computer readable/usable
medium 1402 with computer program code logic 1404
containing instructions embodied in tangible media as an
article of manufacture. Exemplary articles of manufac-
ture for computer readable/usable medium 1402 may in-
clude floppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, universal
serial bus (USB) flash drives, or any other computer-
readable storage medium, wherein, when the computer
program code logic 1404 is loaded into and executed by
a computer, the computer becomes an apparatus for
practicing the invention. Embodiments include computer
program code logic 1404, for example, whether stored
in a storage medium, loaded into and/or executed by a
computer, or transmitted over some transmission medi-
um, such as over electrical wiring or cabling, through fiber
optics, or via electromagnetic radiation, wherein, when
the computer program code logic 1404 is loaded into and
executed by a computer, the computer becomes an ap-
paratus for practicing the invention. When implemented
on a general-purpose microprocessor, the computer pro-
gram code logic 1404 segments configure the microproc-
essor to create specific logic circuits.
[0097] Technical effects and benefits include reducing
processing time. The code in exemplary detected atomic
sequences discussed herein (e.g., such as the code in
FIGS. 3 and 4) may suffer from delay issues. These delay
issues in the code are that two "roundtrips" to the coher-
ence point may be needed, i.e., multiple processor cycles
will be spent for the lwarx and stwcx instructions, respec-
tively, to first load, and the conditionally update a value
at the coherence point. In comparison, a memory-
nest-(internal) atomic operation (generated by the de-
coder 10) where the operation to be performed is trans-
mitted to the memory nest (i.e., memory subsystem
1020) may require only one roundtrip to both send (by
the AFU 20) the request with any parameters, and to
receive the result (back at the processor core 100).
[0098] In the state of the art, when memory locations
(in memory 1030 or registers 1015) are heavily contend-
ed, additional, complex logic is necessary to prevent live-
lock and starvation, where none of the competing
processing cores can complete the synchronization code
successfully of the atomic sequence with the lwarx and
stwcx instructions. However, to avoid this, embodiments
offer internal atomic operations, like atomic exchange,
atomic increment, etc, when they can be implemented in
a high performance memory subsystem 1020 (e.g., for
legacy processors). Accordingly, a sequence of instruc-
tions describing a memory synchronization operation us-
ing load reserve and store conditional is transformed to
an internal memory subsystem operation (i.e., internal
atomic operation) using decode time instruction optimi-
zation.
[0099] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the
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singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include
the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indi-
cates otherwise. It will be further understood that the
terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when used in this
specification, specify the presence of stated features, in-
tegers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components,
but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or
more other features, integers, steps, operations, ele-
ments, components, and/or groups thereof.
[0100] The corresponding structures, materials, acts,
and equivalents of all means or step plus function ele-
ments in the claims below are intended to include any
structure, material, or act for performing the function in
combination with other claimed elements as specifically
claimed. The description of the present invention has
been presented for purposes of illustration and descrip-
tion, but is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the
invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and
variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art without departing from the scope of the invention. The
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best
explain the principles of the invention and the practical
application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the
art to understand the invention for various embodiments
with various modifications as are suited to the particular
use contemplated.
[0101] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art,
aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a
system, method or computer program product. Accord-
ingly, aspects of the present invention may take the form
of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software
embodiment (including firmware, resident software, mi-
cro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software
and hardware aspects that may all generally be referred
to herein as a "circuit," "module" or "system." Further-
more, aspects of the present invention may take the form
of a computer program product embodied in one or more
computer readable medium(s) having computer reada-
ble program code embodied thereon.
[0102] Any combination of one or more computer read-
able medium(s) may be utilized. The computer readable
medium may be a computer readable signal medium or
a computer readable storage medium. A computer read-
able storage medium may be, for example, but not limited
to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, in-
frared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device,
or any suitable combination of the foregoing. More spe-
cific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer
readable storage medium would include the following:
an electrical connection having one or more wires, a port-
able computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access
memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable
programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash
memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-
only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a
magnetic storage device, or any suitable combination of
the foregoing. In the context of this document, a computer
readable storage medium may be any tangible medium

that can contain, or store a program for use by or in con-
nection with an instruction execution system, apparatus,
or device.
[0103] A computer readable signal medium may in-
clude a propagated data signal with computer readable
program code embodied therein, for example, in base-
band or as part of a carrier wave. Such a propagated
signal may take any of a variety of forms, including, but
not limited to, electro-magnetic, optical, or any suitable
combination thereof. A computer readable signal medi-
um may be any computer readable medium that is not a
computer readable storage medium and that can com-
municate, propagate, or transport a program for use by
or in connection with an instruction execution system,
apparatus, or device.
[0104] Program code embodied on a computer read-
able medium may be transmitted using any appropriate
medium, including but not limited to wireless, wireline,
optical fiber cable, RF, etc., or any suitable combination
of the foregoing.
[0105] Computer program code for carrying out oper-
ations for aspects of the present invention may be written
in any combination of one or more programming languag-
es, including an object oriented programming language
such as Java®, Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conven-
tional procedural programming languages, such as the
"C" programming language or similar programming lan-
guages. The program code may execute entirely on the
user’s computer, partly on the user’s computer, as a
stand-alone software package, partly on the user’s com-
puter and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the
remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the
remote computer may be connected to the user’s com-
puter through any type of network, including a local area
network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the con-
nection may be made to an external computer (for ex-
ample, through the Internet using an Internet Service Pro-
vider). Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Oracle and/or
its affiliates.
[0106] Aspects of the present invention are described
above with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or
schematic diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems)
and computer program products according to embodi-
ments of the invention. It will be understood that each
block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams,
and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations
and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer
program instructions. These computer program instruc-
tions may be provided to a processor of a general pur-
pose computer, special purpose computer, or other pro-
grammable data processing apparatus to produce a ma-
chine, such that the instructions, which execute via the
processor of the computer or other programmable data
processing apparatus, create means for implementing
the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block
diagram block or blocks.
[0107] These computer program instructions may also
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be stored in a computer readable medium that can direct
a computer, other programmable data processing appa-
ratus, or other devices to function in a particular manner,
such that the instructions stored in the computer readable
medium produce an article of manufacture including in-
structions which implement the function/act specified in
the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.
[0108] The computer program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer, other programmable data
processing apparatus, or other devices to cause a series
of operational steps to be performed on the computer,
other programmable apparatus or other devices to pro-
duce a computer implemented process such that the in-
structions which execute on the computer or other pro-
grammable apparatus provide processes for implement-
ing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or
block diagram block or blocks.
[0109] As described above, embodiments can be em-
bodied in the form of computer-implemented processes
and apparatuses for practicing those processes. In em-
bodiments, the invention is embodied in computer pro-
gram code executed by one or more network elements.
Embodiments include a computer program product on a
computer usable medium with computer program code
logic containing instructions embodied in tangible media
as an article of manufacture. Exemplary articles of man-
ufacture for computer usable medium may include floppy
diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, universal serial bus
(USB) flash drives, or any other computer-readable stor-
age medium, wherein, when the computer program code
logic is loaded into and executed by a computer, the com-
puter becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention.
Embodiments include computer program code logic, for
example, whether stored in a storage medium, loaded
into and/or executed by a computer, or transmitted over
some transmission medium, such as over electrical wir-
ing or cabling, through fiber optics, or via electromagnetic
radiation, wherein, when the computer program code log-
ic is loaded into and executed by a computer, the com-
puter becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention.
When implemented on a general-purpose microproces-
sor, the computer program code logic segments config-
ure the microprocessor to create specific logic circuits.
[0110] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of
possible implementations of systems, methods, and
computer program products according to various embod-
iments of the present invention. In this regard, each block
in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a mod-
ule, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one
or more executable instructions for implementing the
specified logical function(s). It should also be noted that,
in some alternative implementations, the functions noted
in the block may occur out of the order noted in the figures.
For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in
fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks
may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, de-
pending upon the functionality involved. It will also be

noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flow-
chart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implement-
ed by special purpose hardware-based systems that per-
form the specified functions or acts, or combinations of
special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

Claims

1. A computer implemented method for replacing an
atomic sequence (605, 610), wherein the atomic se-
quence comprises a sequence of instructions exe-
cuted atomically, the sequence comprising a load
reserve instruction (lwarx) and a store conditional
instruction (stwcx), the method comprising:

receiving (1205), by a processing circuit (1005),
the atomic sequence;
detecting (805, 1210), by the processing circuit,
the atomic sequence;
generating (810, 1215), by the processing cir-
cuit, an internal atomic operation (615, 620, 625)
to replace the atomic sequence, wherein the in-
ternal atomic operation is a single instruction,
the generating characterised by:

based on separate instructions of the atom-
ic sequence not being in a same group and
based on the separate instructions being
positioned to execute separately, configur-
ing the instruction decoder to initially mark
the load reserve instruction based on the
load reserve instruction being detected first
in the separate instructions or initially mark
the store conditional instruction based on
the store conditional instruction being de-
tected first in the separate instructions; in
response to configuring the instruction de-
coder to initially mark, configuring an in-
struction decoder (210) to perform instruc-
tion cache (125) marking of the separate
instructions that are not in the same group
to force the load reserve instruction and the
store conditional instruction into the same
group, wherein a group comprises a plural-
ity of instructions fetched by the instruction
cache;
configuring the instruction decoder to com-
plete formation of the same group by mark-
ing the load reserve instruction based on
the load reserve instruction being detected
last in the separate instructions or by mark-
ing the store conditional instruction based
on the store conditional instruction being
detected last in the separate instructions;
and
configuring the instruction decode to trans-
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late the separate instructions having been
grouped into the same group for the atomic
sequence into the internal atomic operation.

2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, fur-
ther comprising executing (910) the internal atomic
operation (615, 620, 625) in place of the atomic se-
quence (605, 610).

3. The computer implemented method of either of the
preceding claims, wherein detecting(805, 1210) the
atomic sequence (605, 610) comprises recognizing
the load reserve instruction (lwarx) and the store con-
ditional instruction (stwcx) to detect the atomic se-
quence that needs to be replaced.

4. The computer implemented method of any of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein a predecode optimizer (5) is
configured to detect (805, 1210), the atomic se-
quence (605, 610) and generate (810, 1215), the
internal atomic operation (615, 620, 625) prior to
caching by the instruction cache (125).

5. The computer implemented method of any of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the internal atomic operation
is executed (910) in at least one of a memory sub-
system (1020) and an atomic function unit (20).

6. The computer implemented method of any of claims
1 to 4, comprising steps of: a memory subsystem
(1020) executing the internal atomic operation (615,
620, 625); and sending results to the processing cir-
cuit (1005).

7. A computer system for replacing an atomic se-
quence (605, 610), wherein the atomic sequence
comprises a sequence of instructions executed
atomically, the sequence comprising a load reserve
instruction (lwarx) and a store conditional instruction
(stwcx), the system comprising:

a processing circuit (1020),
memory (1020) operatively connected to the
processing circuit;
receiving means for receiving (1205), by the
processing circuit, the atomic sequence;
detecting means (220) for detecting (805, 1210),
by the processing circuit, the atomic sequence;
and
generating means (220) for generating (810,
1215), by the processing circuit, an internal
atomic operation (615, 620, 625) to replace the
atomic sequence, wherein the internal atomic
operation is a single instruction, the generating
means characterised by:

responsive to separate instructions of the
atomic sequence not being in a same group

and based on the separate instructions be-
ing positioned to execute separately, con-
figuring means for configuring the instruc-
tion decoder to initially mark the load re-
serve instruction based on the load reserve
instruction being detected first in the sepa-
rate instructions or initially mark the store
conditional instruction based on the store
conditional instruction being detected first
in the separate instructions;
responsive to the configuring means con-
figuring the instruction decoder to initially
mark,
configuring means for configuring an in-
struction decoder(210) to perform instruc-
tion cache (125) marking of the separate
instructions that are not in the same group
to force the load reserve instruction and the
store conditional instruction into the same
group, wherein a group comprises a plural-
ity of instructions fetched by an instruction
cache;
configuring means for configuring the in-
struction decoder to complete formation of
the same group by marking the load reserve
instruction based on the load reserve in-
struction being detected last in the separate
instructions or by marking the store condi-
tional instruction based on the store condi-
tional instruction being detected last in the
separate instructions; and
configuring means for configuring the in-
struction decode to translate the separate
instructions having been grouped into the
same group for the atomic sequence into
the internal atomic operation.

8. The computer system of claim 7, wherein the system
further comprises executing means (1010) for exe-
cuting (910) the internal atomic operation(615, 620,
625) in place of the atomic sequence(605, 610).

9. The computer system of any of claims 8 or 9, wherein
the detecting means (220) comprises recognizing
means (10) for recognizing the load reserve instruc-
tion (lwarx) and the a store conditional instruction
(stwcx), for detecting the atomic sequence (605,
610) that needs to be replaced.

10. The computer system of any of claims 7 to 9, wherein
a predecode optimizer (5) is operable for detecting
(805, 1210) the atomic sequence (605, 610) and for
generating the internal atomic operation (615, 620,
625) prior to caching by an instruction cache (125).

11. A computer program product for replacing an atomic
sequence (605, 610), the computer program product
comprising: a computer readable storage medium
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loaded on the computer system of any of claims 7
to 10 readable by a processing circuit and storing
instructions for execution by the processing circuit
for performing a method according to any of claims
1 to 6.

12. A computer program stored on a computer readable
medium comprising software code portions, running
on a computer system of any of claims 7 to 10, for
performing the method of any of claims 1 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren zum Er-
setzen einer atomaren Folge (605, 610), wobei die
atomare Folge eine Folge von atomar ausgeführten
Befehlen und die Folge einen Lastreserven-Befehl
(lwarx) und einen speicherbedingten Befehl (stwcx)
umfassen, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen (1205) der atomaren Folge durch
eine Verarbeitungsschaltung (1005);
Erkennen (805, 1210) der atomaren Folge durch
die Verarbeitungsschaltung;
Erzeugen (810, 1215) einer internen atomaren
Operation (615, 620, 625) durch die Verarbei-
tungsschaltung zum Ersetzen der atomaren Fol-
ge, wobei es sich bei der internen atomaren
Operation um einen einzelnen Befehl handelt
und das Erzeugen gekennzeichnet ist durch:

auf der Grundlage, dass sich getrennte Be-
fehle der atomaren Folge nicht in derselben
Gruppe befinden und getrennte Befehle zur
getrennten Ausführung angeordnet sind,
Konfigurieren der Befehls-Decodiereinheit
zum anfänglichen Markieren des Lastreser-
ven-Befehls auf der Grundlage, dass der
Lastreserven-Befehl zuerst in den getrenn-
ten Befehlen erkannt wird, oder zum an-
fänglichen Markieren des speicherbeding-
ten Befehls auf der Grundlage, dass der
speicherbedingte Befehl zuerst in den ge-
trennten Befehlen erkannt wird;
reagierend auf das Konfigurieren der Be-
fehls-Decodiereinheit zum anfänglichen
Markieren Konfigurieren einer Befehls-De-
codiereinheit (210) zum Ausführen des
Markierens von getrennten Befehlen in dem
Befehls-Zwischenspeicher (125), die sich
nicht in derselben Gruppe befinden, um den
Lastreserven-Befehl und den speicherbe-
dingte Befehl in dieselbe Gruppe zu setzen,
wobei eine Gruppe eine Vielzahl von Befeh-
len umfasst, die durch den Befehls-Zwi-
schenspeicher abgerufen werden;
Konfigurieren der Befehls-Decodiereinheit

zum Durchführen des Bildens derselben
Gruppe durch Markieren des Lastreser-
ven-Befehls auf der Grundlage, dass der
Lastreserven-Befehl in den getrennten Be-
fehlen zuletzt erkannt wird, oder durch Mar-
kieren des speicherbedingten Befehls auf
der Grundlage, dass der speicherbedingte
Befehl in den getrennten Befehlen zuletzt
erkannt wird; und
Konfigurieren der Befehls-Decodiereinheit
zum Übersetzen der getrennten Befehle in
die interne atomare Operation, wobei die
getrennten Befehle für die atomare Folge in
dieselbe Gruppe zusammengeführt wur-
den.

2. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 1, das ferner ein Ausführen (910) der internen
atomaren Operation (615, 620, 625) anstelle der ato-
maren Folge (605, 610) umfasst.

3. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Er-
kennen (805, 1210) der atomaren Folge (605, 610)
ein Identifizieren des Lastreserven-Befehls (lwarx)
und des speicherbedingten Befehls (stwcx) zum Er-
kennen der atomaren Folge umfasst, die ersetzt wer-
den muss.

4. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei eine
Vordecodierungs-Optimierungseinheit (5) zum Er-
kennen (805, 1210) der atomaren Folge (605, 610)
und Erzeugen (810, 1215) der internen atomaren
Operation (615, 620, 625) vor dem Zwischenspei-
chern durch den Zwischenspeicher (125) ausgelegt
ist.

5. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die in-
terne atomare Operation in einem Speicher-Teilsys-
tem (1020) oder einer atomaren Funktionseinheit
(20) ausgeführt (910) wird.

6. Auf einem Computer realisiertes Verfahren nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, das die Schritte umfasst:
Ausführen der internen atomaren Operation (615,
620, 625) durch ein Speicher-Teilsystem (1020); und
Senden der Ergebnisse an die Verarbeitungsschal-
tung (1005).

7. Computer-System zum Ersetzen einer atomaren
Folge (605, 610), wobei die atomare Folge eine Fol-
ge von atomar ausgeführten Befehlen umfasst, wo-
bei die Folge einen Lastreserven-Befehl (lwarx) und
einen speicherbedingten Befehl (stwcx) umfasst,
und wobei das System umfasst:
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eine Verarbeitungsschaltung (1020),
einen Speicher (1020), der funktionsmäßig mit
der Verarbeitungsschaltung verbunden ist;
ein Empfangsmittel zum Empfangen (1205) der
atomaren Folge durch die Verarbeitungsschal-
tung;
ein Erkennungsmittel (220) zum Erkennen (805,
1210) der atomaren Folge durch die Verarbei-
tungsschaltung; und
ein Erzeugungsmittel (220) zum Erzeugen (810,
1215) einer internen atomaren Operation (615,
620, 625) durch die Verarbeitungsschaltung für
das Ersetzen der atomaren Folge, wobei es sich
bei der internen atomaren Operation um einen
einzelnen Befehl handelt und wobei das Erzeu-
gungsmittel gekennzeichnet ist durch:

in Reaktion darauf, dass sich getrennte Be-
fehle der atomaren Folge nicht in derselben
Gruppe befinden und getrennte Befehle zur
getrennten Ausführung angeordnet sind,
ein Konfigurationsmittel zum Konfigurieren
der Befehls-Decodiereinheit für das an-
fängliche Markieren des Lastreserven-Be-
fehls auf der Grundlage, dass der Lastre-
serven-Befehl zuerst in den getrennten Be-
fehlen erkannt wird, oder für das anfängli-
che Markieren des speicherbedingten Be-
fehls auf der Grundlage, dass der speicher-
bedingte Befehl zuerst in den getrennten
Befehlen erkannt wird;
in Reaktion darauf, dass das Konfigurati-
onsmittel die Befehls-Decodiereinheit zum
anfänglichen Markieren konfigurieren, ein
Konfigurierungsmittel zum Konfigurieren ei-
ner Befehls-Decodiereinheit (210) für ein
Ausführen des Markierens der getrennten
Befehle in dem Befehls-Zwischenspeicher
(125), die sich nicht in derselben Gruppe
befinden, um den Lastreserven-Befehl und
den speicherbedingten Befehl in dieselbe
Gruppe zu setzen, wobei eine Gruppe eine
Vielzahl von Befehlen umfasst, die durch ei-
nen Zwischenspeicher abgerufen werden;
ein Konfigurierungsmittel zum Konfigurie-
ren der Befehls-Decodiereinheit für ein
Durchführen des Bildens der gleichen
Gruppe durch Markieren des Lastreser-
ven-Befehls auf der Grundlage, dass der
Lastreserven-Befehl in den getrennten Be-
fehlen zuletzt erkannt wird, oder Markieren
des speicherbedingten Befehls auf der
Grundlage, dass der speicherbedingte Be-
fehl in den getrennten Befehlen zuletzt er-
kannt wird; und
ein Konfigurierungsmittel zum Konfigurie-
ren der Befehls-Decodiereinheit für ein
Übersetzen der getrennten Befehle in die

interne atomare Operation, wobei die ge-
trennten Befehle für die atomaren Folgen in
dieselbe Gruppe zusammengeführt wur-
den.

8. Computer-System nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Sys-
tem ferner ein Ausführungsmittel (1010) zum Aus-
führen (910) der internen atomaren Operation (615,
620, 625) anstelle der atomaren Folge (605, 610)
umfasst.

9. Computer-System nach einem der Ansprüche 8
oder 9, wobei das Erkennungsmittel (220) ein Iden-
tifikationsmittel (10) zum Identifizieren des Lastre-
serven-Befehls (lwarx) und des speicherbedingten
Befehls (stwcx) umfasst, um die atomare Folge (605)
zu erkennen, die zu ersetzen ist.

10. Computer-System nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis
9, wobei eine Vordecodierungs-Optimierungseinheit
(5) funktionsmäßig zum Erkennen (805, 1210) der
atomaren Folge (605, 610) und zum Erzeugen der
internen atomaren Operation (615, 620, 625) vor
dem Zwischenspeichern durch einen Zwischenspei-
cher (125) in der Lage ist.

11. Computer-Programmprodukt zum Ersetzen einer
atomaren Folge (605, 610), wobei das Computer-
Programmprodukt umfasst: ein computerlesbares
Speichermedium, das auf das Computer-System
nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 10 geladen und für
eine Verarbeitungsschaltung lesbar ist und das Be-
fehle zum Ausführen durch die Verarbeitungsschal-
tung speichert, um ein Verfahren nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 6 durchzuführen.

12. Computer-Programm, das auf einem computerles-
baren Medium gespeichert ist und Software-Code-
Abschnitte zum Ausführen des Verfahrens nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6 umfasst, wenn das Com-
puter-Programm auf einem Computer-System nach
einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 10 ausgeführt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur pour remplacer
une séquence atomique (605, 610), dans lequel la
séquence de données comprend une séquence
d’instructions exécutée de manière atomique, la sé-
quence comprenant une instruction de réserve de
charge (lwarx) et une instruction conditionnelle de
mémorisation (stwcx), le procédé comprenant de :

recevoir (1205), par un circuit de traitement
(1005), la séquence atomique ;
détecter (805, 1210), par le circuit de traitement,
la séquence atomique ;
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générer (810, 1215), par le circuit de traitement,
une opération atomique interne (615, 620, 625)
afin de remplacer la séquence atomique, dans
lequel l’opération atomique interne est une ins-
truction unique, la génération étant caractéri-
sée par :

sur la base des instructions séparées de la
séquence atomique n’étant pas dans un
même groupe et sur la base des instructions
séparées étant positionnée afin de s’exécu-
ter séparément, configurer le décodeur
d’instruction pour marquer initialement l’ins-
truction de réserve de charge sur la base
de l’instruction de réserve de charge étant
détectée en premier dans les instructions
séparées ou marquer initialement l’instruc-
tion conditionnelle de mémorisation sur la
base de l’instruction conditionnelle de mé-
morisation étant détecté en premier dans
les instructions séparées ; en réponse à la
configuration du décodeur d’instructions
pour marquer initialement, configurer un dé-
codeur d’instructions (210) pour effectuer
une mise en mémoire cache d’instructions
(125) marquant les instructions séparées
qui ne sont pas dans le même groupe afin
de forcer l’instruction de réserve de charge
et l’instruction conditionnelle de mémorisa-
tion dans le même groupe, un groupe com-
prenant une pluralité d’instructions extraites
par la mémoire cache d’instructions ;
configurer le décodeur d’instructions afin de
parachever la formation du même groupe
en marquant l’instruction de réserve de
charge sur la base de l’instruction de réser-
ve de charge étant détectée en dernier dans
les instructions séparées ou en marquant
l’instruction conditionnelle de mémorisation
sur la base de l’instruction conditionnelle de
mémorisation étant détectée en dernier
dans les instructions séparées ; et
configurer le décodeur d’instructions afin de
traduire les instructions séparées ayant été
groupées dans le groupe pour la séquence
atomique lors de l’opération atomique inter-
ne.

2. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon la reven-
dication 1, comprenant en outre d’exécuter (910)
l’opération atomique interne (615, 620, 625) à la pla-
ce de la séquence atomique (605, 610).

3. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une ou
l’autre des revendications précédentes, dans lequel
détecter (805, 1210) la séquence atomique (605,
610) comprend de reconnaître l’instruction de réser-
ve de charge (lwarx) et l’instruction conditionnelle de

mémorisation (stwcx) pour détecter la séquence ato-
mique qui a besoin d’être remplacée.

4. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel un optimisateur de pré-décodage (5) est confi-
guré pour détecter (805, 1210) la séquence atomi-
que (605, 610) et générer (810, 1215), l’opération
atomique interne (615, 620, 625) avant la mise en
mémoire cache par la mémoire cache d’instructions
(125).

5. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel l’opération atomique interne est exécutée (910)
dans un sous-système de mémoire (1020) et/ou une
unité de fonction atomique (20).

6. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 4, comprenant les
étapes consistant à : exécuter par un sous-système
de mémoire (1020) l’opération atomique interne
(615, 620, 625) ; et envoyer les résultats au circuit
de traitement (1002).

7. Système informatique pour remplacer une séquence
atomique (605, 610), dans lequel la séquence de
données comprend une séquence d’instructions
exécutées de manière atomique, la séquence com-
prenant une instruction de réserve de charge (lwarx)
et une instruction conditionnelle de mémorisation
(stwcx), le système comprenant :

un circuit de traitement (1020),
une mémoire (1020) connectée opérationnelle-
ment au circuit de traitement ;
un moyen de réception pour recevoir (1205), par
le circuit de traitement, la séquence atomique ;
un moyen de détection (220) pour détecter (805,
1210) par le circuit de traitement, la séquence
atomique ; et
un moyen de génération (220) pour générer
(810, 1215), par le circuit de traitement, une opé-
ration atomique interne (615, 620, 625) pour
remplacer la séquence atomique, dans lequel
l’opération atomique interne est une instruction
individuelle, le moyen de génération étant ca-
ractérisé par :

en réponse aux instructions séparées de la
séquence atomique n’étant pas dans un
même groupe et sur la base des instructions
séparées étant positionnées afin de s’exé-
cuter séparément, configurer un moyen
pour configurer le décodeur d’instructions
pour marquer initialement l’instruction de
réserve de charge sur la base de l’instruc-
tion de réserve de charge étant détectée en
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premier dans les instructions séparées ou
marquer initialement l’instruction condition-
nelle de mémorisation sur la base de l’ins-
truction conditionnelle de mémorisation
étant détectée en premier dans les instruc-
tions séparées ;
en réponse au moyen de configuration con-
figurant le décodeur d’instructions pour
marquer initialement, configurer un déco-
deur d’instructions (210) pour effectuer une
mise en mémoire cache d’instructions (125)
marquant les instructions séparées qui ne
sont pas dans le même groupe afin de forcer
l’instruction de réserve de charge et l’ins-
truction conditionnelle de mémorisation
dans le même groupe, un groupe compre-
nant une pluralité d’instructions extraites
par la mémoire cache d’instructions ;
un moyen de configuration pour configurer
le décodeur d’instructions afin de parache-
ver la formation du même groupe en mar-
quant l’instruction de réserve de charge sur
la base de l’instruction de réserve de charge
étant détectée en dernier dans les instruc-
tions séparées ou en marquant l’instruction
conditionnelle de mémorisation sur la base
de l’instruction conditionnelle de mémorisa-
tion étant détectée en dernier dans les ins-
tructions séparées ; et
un moyen de configuration pour configurer
le décodeur d’instructions afin de traduire
les instructions séparées ayant été grou-
pées dans le groupe pour la séquence ato-
mique lors de l’opération atomique interne.

8. Système informatique selon la revendication 7, dans
lequel le système comprend en outre un moyen
d’exécution (1010) pour exécuter (910) l’opération
atomique interne (615, 620, 625) à la place de la
séquence atomique (605, 610).

9. Système informatique selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 8 ou 9, dans lequel le moyen de dé-
tection (220) comprend un moyen de reconnaissan-
ce (10) pour reconnaître l’instruction de réserve de
charge (lwarx) et l’instruction conditionnelle de mé-
morisation (stwcx) pour détecter la séquence atomi-
que qui a besoin d’être remplacée.

10. Système informatique selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 7 à 9, dans lequel un optimisateur de
pré-décodage (5) est opérationnel pour détecter
(805, 1210) la séquence atomique (605, 610) et gé-
nérer (810, 1215) l’opération atomique interne (615,
620, 625) avant la mise en mémoire cache par la
mémoire cache d’instructions (125).

11. Produit de programme informatique pour remplacer

une séquence atomique (605, 610), le produit de pro-
gramme informatique comprenant : un support de
mémorisation lisible par ordinateur chargé sur le sys-
tème informatique selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 7 à 10 lisibles par un circuit de traite-
ment et mémorisant des instructions en vue d’une
exécution par le circuit de traitement pour mettre en
oeuvre un procédé selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 6.

12. Programme informatique mémorisé sur un support
lisible par ordinateur comprenant des portions de co-
de logiciel, s’exécutant sur un système informatique
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 10,
pour mettre en oeuvre le procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 6.
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